Christianity and the Arts 2014

- All talks take place in the church’s hall, from 19.30 to 20.30 -

12 May – Doru Costache
Christ is Reason! From the Johannine prologue to the way of the Fathers

19 May – Andrew Mellas
One passion to rule them all: Emotion in *The Lord of the Rings*

26 May – Doru Costache
*Transcendence*: The recent movie, Orthodox theology and the Christian sense of ascension

9 June – Andrew Mellas
Angels and demons in *Buffy the Vampire Slayer*

16 June – Mario Baghos
A Christian approach to the Dragon-Slayer motif

23 June – Chris Baghos
“Quite an experience to live in fear, isn’t it? That’s what it is to be a slave.” Christian reflections on Ridley Scott’s *Blade Runner*

30 June – Mario Baghos
The symbolic architecture of Umberto Eco’s *The Name of the Rose*